Milepost
Volume 40, Number 5 — May 2020
The official newsletter of the Pikes Peak Division
Rocky Mountain Region — National Model Railroad Association.

NEXT MEETING:
CANCELLED due to COVID-19 but a Zoom virtual meeting will be held!

Friday, May 8th, 2020 at 7:00 PM
The New Sand Creek Police Station 950 Academy Park Loop
(Northeast of the intersection of Fountain/Academy)
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Please note ‘Operation Sippy Cup’

January 10th, 2020 (Friday) at 6:00 PM
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting at TECO 37 setup at
Chapel Hills Mall — lower-level of old Sears building.
No Contest.
No Program.
January 11th-12th, 2020 (Saturday/Sunday)
TECO 37 Show, Chapel Hills Mall (lower-level Sears).
February 14th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Any Railroad Item
Program: {to be determined}.
March 13th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Locos - Steam and Diesel
Program: {to be determined}.
April 10th, 2020 (Friday) – Cancelled
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: "Bent Screwdriver"
(unusual April Fool items)
Program: {to be determined}.
May 8th, 2020 (Friday) – Cancelled
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Your Oldest Model Railroad Car
Program: {to be determined}.
June 12th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Small Railroad-Related Structure
Program: {to be determined}.
July 10th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Gondola - with kit-bashed load
Program: {to be determined}.
August 14th, 2020 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Contest: Caboose (Completed in last 3 years)
Program: {to be determined}
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The Milepost, Volume 40, Number 5, May 2020, is published monthly, as an electronic document
(Adobe PDF file), by, and under the authority of, the Pikes Peak Division (Rocky Mountain Region),
of the National Model Railroad Association. Our meetings are usually held on the second Friday of
each month at the Sand Creek Police Station, 950 Academy Park Loop (northeast of the
intersection of Fountain and Academy), in Colorado Springs, Colorado, at 7:00 PM. Please come to
one of our meetings. We’d love to meet you. All scales are welcome. Besides our monthly meeting, we have swap meets, train shows,
and other model railroad (and railroad) activities. All content in this journal is copyrighted to its respective owner unless otherwise
noted. Please do not use content from this newsletter in other publications, newspapers, magazines, books, web sites, etcetera,
without explicit case-by case permission. The editor of The Milepost is Mr. David Bristow. He can be contacted at the e-mail address
of: dave@bristow-family.org Thank you.

Editor’s Thoughts
Well it is still sad and depressing times. I continue to hope that while you are safer at home, i.e. stuck there
with an occasional run to the grocery store, pharmacy, gas station, or even Roy’s train store that you can
take advantage of your “free time” and spend it working on one of your model railroad projects.
In anticipation of the May contest I rummaged through a box of train stuff a friend had given me and came
across an industrial switcher, a T-227 diesel by Tyco. After some internet searches what I have is Plymouth
CR-4 Diesel, which a model of a diesel-hydraulic locomotive. It was a small four-wheel center cab locomotive
built by Plymouth between 1960 and 1965 in ridiculously small numbers, only five or six sold! I found in the
March 1962 issue of Model Railroader an article about the companion model produced by Mantua and an
advertisement for the Tyco version. They sold for $6.98. That got me to thinking about the assertion by some
that model railroading used to be a lot less expensive in the good old days but after applying the Consumer
Price Index from March 1962 to Christmas of 2019 that locomotive would now cost $59.61. Hardly cheap! In
my searches on the internet I found models available from $49 to $78, granted some of that might be
because these may be considered “collectors” items, especially if they are still in their original boxes.

While I haven’t decided exactly what to do with this locomotive, as it doesn’t run very smoothly and it’s only
a DC motor it will become a project in the future maybe replacing the motor and drive train with a NWSL
motorized truck.
Wishing you all are healthy and stay that way!! See you on Zoom this Friday!
David

2020 Rocky Mountain Region mini-convention
Pueblo, CO welcomes the 2020 Rocky Mountain Region mini-convention
of the NMRA July 31-Aug 2.
The theme for this convention is "Joint Lines to Pueblo", celebrating the
rich railroad heritage which was key factors in building Pueblo. In each of
three directions, a pair of railroads made agreements to form doubletrack operations into Pueblo. North of Pueblo the Rio Grande and Santa
Fe, East of Pueblo Santa Fe and Missouri Pacific, and to the South of
Pueblo the Rio Grande and Colorado & Southern. One of our clinics will
be about the Joint Lines to Pueblo to support the massive steel
operations of the Colorado Fuel & Iron Corporation.
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The overview of the schedule has the Model Contest and registration open at the library Thursday afternoon
and evening July 30. Friday, July 31 has a full slate of clinics and activities at Rawlins Library. Saturday, August
1 also has a full slate of clinics plus activities along with the train show at the Pueblo Union Depot. Sunday,
August 2 is the awards presentation at the Pueblo Union Depot as well as the train show.
Our clinics and contest room will be at the award-winning Rawlins Library, and a short distance away will be
the Saturday and Sunday train show at the Pueblo Union Depot, both are adjacent to the wonderful Union
Avenue Historic District. Pueblo's rich cultural heritage abounds in the museums, restaurants, and
attractions of Pueblo. Stroll along the near-by Riverwalk and enjoy the variety of great restaurants this city
has to offer and sample Mexican food dishes featuring the renowned Pueblo Chili. Near-by hotels can keep
you close to the convention. Layout tours will also be available during the convention to visit local modeling
efforts.
For more information go to: https://sites.google.com/site/callboardfebruary2020/slc-convention

May Superintendent Notes
Welcome to the New, Temporary, Virtual Reality
There is no physical meeting this month because of the Corona lockdown per the Sand Creek Police Station.
We will schedule a Zoom Meeting for 7:00 PM Friday May 8. Join us at the following URL:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/84037480386?pwd=cXZrdEVKVXBabU5oZHltTVhvSmtSUT09
We will see what happens in June. Meanwhile, we have virtual reality. It’s amazing how many programs
there are on cable TV and YouTube related to Railfanning and Model railroading.

Oh, the Rock Island Trail is a Mighty Fine Trail
To combat cabin fever, Kristin and I have been doing 2 miles hikes every other day. One of the trails we have
walked has been the Rock island Trail between Murray and Powers. It is about 2 miles end to end there but
we have walked halfway from each end. Roy’s place, where the module group’s trailer is stored, is the
halfway point.
Except for a small portion near Powers, it is paved with concrete and well maintained. There are steel
benches along the way and half a “dozen crossings” with small sections of track and one low wooden bridge
with no track on it. If, you are reasonably careful, you can safely walk across it. If you are a klutz, you could
break a leg.
Further west, between Constitution and Murray over West Sand Creek, there is a chained off high trestle
that would be dangerous and illegal to try to climb onto. It must be at least twenty feet high. One end is
falling apart. There is a western section along Constitution and one near Penrose Main and Roswell
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Rock Island Trail/Shooks Run Junction
This is as far west as the Rock Island Trail goes and where the Shooks Run Trail begins.
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Between the trail junction and the popsicle bridge (which crosses Fountain Creek) along the Rock Island
tracks there is no trail so we walked through the neighborhood. South along the creek a trail goes towards
the parks along the creek. At the west end of the bridge you can see where the UP disconnected the turnout
to the Trolley Museum.

Heading down the Shooks Run Trail (old Santa Fe roadbed), over the course of three days, we passed Patty
Jewett Junction Playground:

We passed over a bridge resting on old restored, railroad piers:
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Finally, we made it to the depot:

Bad Old Railroading Days
We came across an old BSA Railroading Merit Badge pamphlet from 1959. This is years before Operation
Lifesaver was created. It had some shocking statistics:
“Trespassers on railroad property are liable to get killed. In 1950 --- a low year --- 1,215 trespassers were
killed on railroad property. In 1907 --- a bad year --- 5,612 trespassers were killed.”
By way of comparison, about 400 a year die these days.

Bad New Railroading Days
We came across a very recent YouTube with candidates for Darwin Awards:

What could be safer than a tunnel between a curve and a bridge? Here is the link to see them scramble
when an engine came by: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGKkKZWpYqc
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Verde Canyon Railroad
The June Family Reunion in June in Hawaii was cancelled but we have a Plan B in Arizona which is a road trip
to the Verde Canyon Railroad. That would also give us a chance to check out the renovations in Las Vegas,
New Mexico, and Winslow. We may go on the Grand Canyon RR as well. Time will tell.

Working on Long Delayed Projects
Well, trapped at home, many of us finally have time to work on module and layout projects and kit
assemblies. Others have collections of unviewed Railroad DVDs. For those who still need excuses to NOT
work on that stuff, there are all kinds of cool videos on YouTube.

Upcoming Division & Local Events
The Sherman Hill Show and related events in Cheyenne have been cancelled.
Any events scheduled for the rest of 2020 are subject to cancellation.
The City has taken over the City Auditorium to use as a convalescence center for homeless (with Coven-19)
to be operated by the Rescue Mission. Unfortunately, all current tenets, ie PikeMasters, have lost access to
their space in the Building until the end of the year. We will let you know when things change.
July 31-Aug 2: 2020 Rocky Mountain Region mini-convention of the NMRA in Pueblo, CO
October 24-25, 2020: TECO Train Show at Chapel Hills Mall.
December 5, 2020: Division Swap Meet
Information on Colorado and neighboring state events is posted on TECOshow.org.

Membership Reminder
Just a friendly reminder; membership in the Pikes Peak Division of the NMRA is contingent upon
membership in the NMRA. Outsiders are welcome to attend three meeting of the Division before being
required to join. Visit the website: www.NMRA.org to start or renew your membership.
Members are eligible for up to 45% discounts from over 30 companies.
PPD NMRA has no additional membership dues.

Notes from The Siding
By John Emmot
It was the best of times; it was the worst of times. Here we are with nothing to do but work on our railroads
with no interruptions and there is no one to show the results to. Well, I guess we will see. I know that several
folks have said they were making progress on many fronts. I have heard from some making rolling stock and
others who are laying track. Reminds me of my time in Thailand in a previous life. They said we bombed the
railroad in the daytime and laid ties at night. :>) For myself, my greatest need is a general cleaning and
reorganization of my workspace. I have added too many acquisitions without enough output. I also have a
bunch of no longer right for my interest cars that I need to move out. Anyone interested? There is a set of
LaBelle gondolas and refer that came in one box of sticks that is making progress toward getting on the high
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iron. I have recently become aware of a ‘new’ laser cutter with enough capacity to be worthwhile and a price
that does not completely scare me. It is not a high production model, but I do not need one of them. As for
the seeing what is happening, a couple folks have inquired about online sessions of show and tell or just
cussing/discussing. Let me know if you are interested, I can try to connect you together with a capability.
Roy has said he is opening the store again if the restrictions allow. Sounds like he has some new collections
to disperse. Might be a good opportunity for a RR fix. Just do not all go at once.
Give J.B. a call and see what he is up to down south.
The TECO board had a virtual meeting this afternoon. If everything comes together, and gatherings are
allowed, we are still scheduled for 24-25 October. Of course, we cannot predict the future, but we will not
cancel unless it is the best action. We all hope the situation is more benign by then.
One of the other fallout results of the meeting is a tentative plan to conduct an online meeting of the PPD at
7:00 PM on Friday, 8 May. I am sure there will be more details on this as plans are firmed up. Watch your
email.
The Rail Fair in Pueblo is still on for July 31, August 1&2. It will be interesting to see how it goes. But for now,
they plan to proceed.
This weekend did sneak up on me and I need to get this to David. Hope to be able to see everyone ‘round
the roundhouse soon and maybe ‘round the computer screen even sooner.

April 2020 Minutes
Superintendent, Joe Costa
No meeting was held.

Virginia and Truckee Railroad
By Mike Maline
While staying at home during these interesting times, I was looking for something to do concerning model
railroading. I did some work on my layout; however, almost all my work has been modeling buildings
associated with the Virginia and Truckee Railroad. I then received an email from David Bristow, inquiring
about some email addresses for the friends of the PPD. Because of David (it’s his fault), I decided to submit
an article for inclusion in the newsletter. Of course, nothing better than what I know everyone secretly
desires: Reader’s Digest history about the V&T! Fortunately, or unfortunately, this will end up stretched out
over several months. I hope this relieves some of your boredom.

“Queen of the Short Lines”
1868-1950
1976-present
The Virginia and Truckee Railroad (V&T) was built for two reasons, to service the Comstock Lode mines and
mills and to make the owners a lot of money. In its early years, the V&T was hugely successful in
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accomplishing both tasks. The return on investment for the owners was fantastically high. “Of the short line
railways of the American frontier, none created more wealth for its immediate owners or evoked more
reverence and nostalgia than the V&T Railroad.”

The V&T was incorporated in March of 1868 by California
investors wanting to get their fair share of the money being
made from the Comstock Lode located in Nevada. Ore from
the mines on Mt Davidson was being transported to the stamp
mills on the Carson River via wagon teamsters, which were
slow and expensive. Using rail, the V&T could drive the
teamsters out of business and haul the ore quicker and
cheaper. In addition to hauling ore, V&T moved mine timbers,
planking, cordwood to feed the boilers, passengers, and the
commodities needed by both high and low society to live on.
Originally the V&T was 21 miles long, from Virginia City to
Carson City. Grading began February 1869, 56-pound rails
were ordered from England, three locomotives (#’s 1,2 & 3)
(2-6-0) ordered from the Booth Iron Works located in San
Francisco, and two more locomotives (#’s 4 & 5) (2-6-0) were
ordered from Baldwin of Philadelphia. The rails arrived, via
Cape Horn South America, in September 1869, and were laid,
ascending 1,600 feet in 13 miles. It had standard curves of 14degrees with a few 18-degree curves tossed in, and by the
way, this was a standard gauge line. It was nicknamed
“Crookedest railroad in the world.” Not sure if it describes the
rail line or its owners. When the Central Pacific (CP) delivered the Booth locomotives to Reno, they were
hauled to Carson City. The Baldwin locomotives were hauled from Reno to Virginia City, 22 miles, using 14yoke ox teams, up-hill. Only one locomotive made the destination on schedule; the other got stuck and
needed to be taken apart and arrived weeks later. The first passenger train run was pulled by Lyon, loco #1,
and occurred November 1869 with much fanfare, verbose speech-making, cannon shooting, and crowds
cheering (except the teamsters).
The well-constructed railroad used mostly Central Pacific experienced Chinese laborers, which caused much
agitation to the union miners. All was made good/smoothed over by the promise of using only “white” labor
in the mines after the railroad was completed. Virginia City was a sizable city; between 20-30,000 people
lived worked there. Virginia City also boasted having the only operating elevator between Chicago and San
Francisco.
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Loco #1, “Lyon” replica under construction

View of Mt Davidson and Virginia City
A brief timeline of other events occurring in the West during this time was:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1859 - Gold and silver were discovered, the beginning of the Comstock Lode. Gold was discovered in Leadville,
CO.
1861-1865 - American Civil War, Union war effort financed by the riches removed from the Comstock Lode.
1863-1869 - Construction of the Transcontinental Railroad. UP from the east, CP from the west.
March 1868 - V&T was incorporated.
February 1869 - V&T roadbed grading began.
May 1869 - Transcontinental Railroad completed.
November 1869 - The first V&T passenger train ran.
1871 - D&RG originated.
1872 - Colorado Springs received its first Post Office.
1874 - Silver discovered in Leadville, CO
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•
•
•
•

1876 - Custer’s last stand
1881 - D&NO began laying track.
1881 - The 2nd Transcontinental rail line completed, Sierra Blanca, in west Texas.
1887- Colorado Midland began laying track.

To be continued…

Thoughts of What to Do
by Alan Hutchins
Hello Fellow Modelers
I hope and pray that you are all doing well and that you are not getting to bad of case of cabin fever during
this time. We are still putting our house in order after the recent move back in November which occupies
some of our time. I am also using some of this time to work in my train room going through and organizing
my collection of trains. I have plenty of work for my rip track employees to do. My car shop personal are
keeping busy building or rebuilding cars. And my engine shop people are also keeping busy with work. I have
found that this is a good time to get things done with Hobby shops closing and swap meets being cancelled.
With the state's order to stay at home I have found extra time to catch up on things to do.
There are web sites you can go to look for prototype picture such as http://ww1.fallenflags.org/ and
https://railpictures.net/, to name a few.
Here is a tip for you about cleaning wheel sets:
•
•
•

Take a hobby knife and gently scrape from the flange outward to remove any built-up gunk that have
accumulated on plastic wheels.
Soak the wheel in alcohol.
Use a battery-operated toothbrush to help get the wheels clean.

I have tried it and it seems to work well.
I have enough work to keep me busy through these times. Hope to see you all soon after the ban is lifted.
May all of your signals be Green and your train stay on the track.

Railroad Boxcar Doors: Part 2 – HO Scale Models
By Tony Pawlicki
This 3-part series identifies (in Part 1, last month’s Milepost) types of doors used on prototype boxcars
(including insulated boxcars and such “house” cars as mechanical refrigerator cars) over the years. Part 2
identifies sources for HO scale models of such doors. The overall goal is to improve the fidelity of HO scale
models of such “house” cars. Part 3 is a “worked example” bringing together the prototype research and
modeling techniques. (Cited references are listed at the end of Part 1, also found after Part 3 in this edition)

Individual Model Parts
General Situation
The tremendous variety of model plug door sizes (mostly cast into model bodies, cut out for use in different
models, indicating lack of most sizes as commercial individual model parts) is examined in RMC, Feb. 2002,
pp. 70-76.
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Specific Products
[See also the “Images and Descriptions” section of Part 1.] As always, check the latest Walthers catalog for
the most-currently offered products.
Alexander Scale Models (now part of Tomar) markets cast zinc Superior and Youngstown plug doors.

Details West formerly offered part SD 168, “PS 10’ SLIDING DOOR” (2 doors per package) which is a model of
the Pullman Standard “Mesa 2L/S/L” modern style (see discussions in Part 1 for details on the style). The
2007 Walthers catalog does not list the item, so it has been discontinued for quite some time. (These were
found (and purchased) as old stock at Tammie’s Hobbies in the Portland, Oregon area in August 2012.)
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Details West used to market a plug door (Walthers part number 235-147) to fit an Athearn 50-foot ACF
boxcar model [RMC, Aug. 1983, p. 83], but neither 2007 nor 2010 Walthers catalog nor the 2010 Walthers
Web site lists it (though the numbers bracketing it are listed), so it appears to be discontinued.
McKean Models (out of business) used to offer part No. 014, 2 pair of 8’ sliding doors, with the “hip roof”
style of Pullman Standard.

Railroad Boxcar Doors: Part 3 – A Modeling Example
By Tony Pawlicki
This 3-part series identifies (in Part 1) types of doors used on prototype boxcars (including insulated boxcars
and such “house” cars as mechanical refrigerator cars) over the years. Part 3 is a “worked example” bringing
together the prototype research and modeling techniques.

NEVADA NORTHERN BOXCAR 232 MODEL
This example covers specific data on NN 232, real-world, the as-purchased model and possible model
alterations to better match the real world.

References
The web site of the Nevada Northern Railway. [NNRW]. Specifically, contains history of the railroad and
photos of NN 201 and NN 233, both in June 1984.
The web site Railroad Picture Archives containing well-organized (by railroad and car type) photographs of
railroad rolling stock and other items. [RRPAW]. Specifically, a photo of NN 210 on 11 April 1981 is provided.
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Real-World Historical Data
The data clearly suggest that:
•

•
•

The entire series of 35 boxcars (NN 201-235) were purchased as part of the “incentive per diem” (IPD) craze
(that affected “plain vanilla” boxcars and a bit later gondolas). Logic: The build date of the NN 232 model is 680, which fits. The photos on NNRW show 40 gondolas of one series and 150 more of another series from this
time frame, as well as a 1982 Nevada Northern Truck Trailer on a piggyback flatcar. These fleets far exceeding
online service needs of this small railroad all suggest a railroad struggling to find revenue sources. (Alternately,
promoters approached the railroad with a deal; only actual railroads were eligible for the incentive payments
(intended to increase the supply of the several car types), per U.S. government dictate.)
The entire series of 35 boxcars were identical; this is based on photographs of 201, 210 and 233, which bracket
the 232 model’s number, and all seem identical, including all having 6-panel Superior doors.
The entire series of 35 boxcars had (rather unusual) smooth ends, based on photographs of 201 and 233, both
of which show the “A” (non-brake wheel) ends.

The Model: As Purchased and Possible Alterations
Motivation: The specific trigger for this systematic data-gathering effort was the attempt to find prototype
photographs to guide the detailing of the Branchline Trains, Blueprint Series, kit model (part number 2118)
of NN 232. The expectation was that differences would be only minor, given previous experience with the
manufacturer’s products and the manufacturer’s touted devotion to (quoting from the product’s packaging):
•
•
•
•

“Highly detailed, accurate...models
Complete detailing
Correct body styles
Accurate paint and lettering”

One notes that the advertising did not claim explicitly that the doors were modeled accurately.
Photos Found: The photographs located thus far (of NN 201, 210 and 233) match the model in the following
particulars of interest:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Paint job (including “NEW 6-80” (i.e., initial construction in June 1980), just 10 months earlier than the earliest
photograph, of NN 210 in April of 1981)
Absence of U1 wheel inspection sticker (build date is later than U1 application date range)
Absence of ACI (Automated Car Identification) label (not generally applied after 1977)
Presence, style and location of Consolidated Stencil
Presence and location of “Plate C” clearance profile stencil (indicating larger car than the default “Plate B”)
Number of side panels on either side of door (seven)
Cut lever bracket and cut lever itself appear at least consistent with the minimal data provided by prototype
photos (NN 210 shows some detail, while 201 and 233 have the area of interest in shadow).
Door size: The door opening on the model is 10’ 3” width and 10’ 9” height. The prototype door opening is 10’
3” width and 10’ 6” height. So, while styles differ dramatically (see below), sizes are a good match.

In contrast, the photographs located thus far differ dramatically in the following particulars of interest:
•
•

Door style: The model NN 232 has a “6+6+6” Youngstown door while the prototypes all have 6-panel Superiorstyle doors (terminology explained in main body of this paper). (As noted above, sizes match well.)
End style: The model NN232 has both ends being uniformly corrugated “non-terminating” style, riveted in
place, while the two prototypes where an end is visible (201 and 233) have unusual flat ends riveted in place
with prominent, closely spaced rivets. (The third photograph, of 210, does not have a visible end but does
show the prominent vertical rivet line at each end.) NOTE: The flat ends have corrugations welded to them
inside; this approach is described in RMC, Sep. 2015, p. 69, that also has a photo of a car with such an end.]

So, contrary to expectations, the Branchline model needs major modifications in three areas to make a good
visual match:
•
•

Doors (style only; sizes match well)
Ends
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•

Prominent rivet lines on sides near ends (model’s rivets are difficult to see, mainly due to the paint job).

Parts availability did not look good:
•

•
•

Closest 6-panel Superior door is 10’ wide by 9’ 3” high (Detail Associates, Walthers’ part # 229-6311
[WHOMRRB10, page 924]), too small in both dimensions and with opposite width/height proportion.
Fortunately, the flat-panel design lends itself to scratchbuilding, particularly since only two doors are needed.
[THAT IS WHAT WAS DONE.]
No flat/smooth ends appear to be offered. Scratchbuilding the simple shape from styrene sheet may be easy
enough, however. [THAT IS WHAT WAS DONE.]
Rivet lines: Several offered rivet strip products (Archer, for example) could serve. Alternately, enhancing the
visibility of the model’s existing rivets may suffice.

Additional Models as described in Part 1
Combination plug-and-sliding door pairs (e.g., model ABOX 51238): In cases noted above where flexibility in
choosing door opening width from cargo to cargo favors using two separate adjacent doors to span openings
over 10 feet width, the plug door’s ability to provide a smooth interior aligned with the rest of the boxcar
side wall leads in some cases (depending on extra cost versus extra convenience trade-off) to spanning a 16foot opening with a 6-foot plug door and a 10-foot sliding door. In this case, the quality of the door seal is
not what drives use of a plug door.

Model, LBF SP&S 318101 and BNSF 713200, Branchline NN 232 customized from Youngstown, Detail
Associates product (10-foot width, 9’3” height), Walthers’ part # 229-6311 [WHOMRRB10, page 924]

SP4P = 4-crank-pipe style: real-world, BCIT 800480, USLX 10380, USLX 11692 [FFW]; model, Alexander Scale
product, Walthers’ part # 120-304 [WHOMRRB10, page 912], Atlas models of Evans-built BCIT 800447 and
(custom-repainted) COLV 3847, Athearn model of USRE-built USLX 10879.
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The very same style of door may be substituted, but with totally different paint color (e.g., model COP 7344)
or wear/weathering state. In case of a double door boxcar, doors of contrasting colors can be visually
startling. Mere contrast between very faded car body and freshly painted door in original color is dramatic
(for example, MRL 20091, 26 March 2006 [RRPAW]). An opposite example is a relatively new car with an old,
faded, heavily weathered door (for example, ATW 961032 [FCIX]).

YPLL: real-world ARMN 769097. ARMN 912979, WC 26417 [FFW]; model, Athearn model of DRGW 63889,
Athearn model of SFRC 55627; apparently no standalone model of this type door is available. This (as
opposed to the YPWL style door) is apparently far more common in the real world.

6+6+6: real-world: BN 223300, 318344, 318507 [FFW]; model, ExactRail SP&S 318301, 318315, Branchline
GTW 309350
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SP2PCL = 2-crank-pipe style, connected levers: real-world, BN 730320, BN 745029, GN 13189, UP 499654
[FFW]; model, Athearn models of NPM 546 and BRMX 5237, unknown maker’s models of insulated boxcars
BN 15038, UP 500038. NOTE: It is so far unclear whether this is Pullman Standard or Superior, as the
connected levers are a Superior trait while 2 pipes are a Pullman Standard trait. More data are needed.

Mesa 2L/S/L: real-world, 3-panel AHW 334 [MRGFC, p. 16], MRL 20091 [RRPAW], BN 248159 [FFW]; model,
HO Athearn model of SM 3251 (not a separate part), HO and N ExactRail model of SOU 528611 waffle-side
boxcar [MR, July 2012, p.3], discontinued Details West part No. SD-168, pair of 10’ doors.

Model, LBF SP&S 318101 and BNSF 713200, Branchline NN 232 customized from Youngstown, Detail
Associates product (10-foot width, 9’3” height), Walthers’ part # 229-6311 [WHOMRRB10, page 924]
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Landis (double plug doors): superficially each door appears to be a single flat panel in a frame; real-world, SP
694178 [RMC, Mar. 1979, p. 106]; model, Hi-Tech Details product, Walthers’ part # 331-4000 [WHOMRRB10,
page 936], Athearn Genesis model [MR, Sep2011, page 14 & Nov2011, page 76]; Micro-Trains model [NMRA,
Jun2013, page 58]. Time frame: Athearn Genesis model of SSW 25619 shows NEW 10-70; prototype photo of
DTI 25270 [RCP, photo date 11 Feb. 1989] shows series 25200-25314 built by Greenville Steel Car Feb. 1966.
Photos [FFRP] show some in service post-2000. RCP photo of DTI 25270 shows what door looks like in open
position and clarifies that these are really a type of 2-pipe plug door.

Pullman-Standard plug doors (like Superior but with 2 rather than 4 crank pipes per door, and levers that do
not meet at the center). These have a basically flat main surface built of three (or two for some older
models) horizontal panels riveted at a flat overlap joint. PP2PNL = 2-crank-pipe style, non-connected levers
(much less common than connected levers): real world, NADX 50008 [RRPAW], NIRX 42999, NIRX 43066
[FFW]; model, Athearn model of TPFX 5529
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Part 1: - References
By Tony Pawlicki
Abbreviations are shown in [square brackets]. References are listed in alphabetical order.
Athearn Instruction Sheet G40091, July 2004, provided with model of boxcar TP&W 50507. Relevance:
Distinguishes between Pullman Standard and Superior plug doors.
Freight Cars Illustrated Web site http://fcix/info/. Relevance: Photos of box cars showing details for
distinguishing products of different manufacturers. [FCIX]
Illustrated Treasury of Modern Freight Cars of North America, 2006, DPA-LTA Enterprises. Relevance: Many
large, high-quality photographs of rolling stock, including boxcars (mostly of the 1970-1984 era, despite the
apparent implications of the title and publication date). [ITMFC]
Model Railroader magazine. [MR] Relevance: Various articles and advertisements providing information
about both real-world and model boxcar doors.
Model Railroader’s How-To Guide: Detailing Freight Cars; Jeff Wilson, Kalmbach Publishing Co., 2007.
Relevance: Chapter 5, “Modifying Cars,” provides a discussion of (mostly earlier than 1970) door types,
including photos of models of doors and references to photos of prototype doors. [MRDFC]
Model Railroader’s Guide to Freight Cars; Jeff Wilson, Kalmbach Publishing Co. Relevance: Page 18 contains
information about Creco, Pullman-Standard and Superior boxcar doors. Chapter 1 contains much history of
boxcar design evolution and many photographs of real-world boxcars with identification of the door types
used. [MRGFC]
NMRA Magazine (formerly Scale Rails, formerly NMRA Journal), monthly publication of the National Model
Railroad Association. [NMRA] Relevance: Various articles and advertisements providing information about
both real-world and model boxcar doors.
Railmodel Journal magazine. [RJ] Various articles on modeling from the prototype. Extensive sets of
prototype railcar photographs.
Railroad Model Craftsman magazine. [RMC] Relevance: Various articles and advertisements providing
information about both real-world and model boxcar doors.
Railway Age, October 2004. Article “Improving the auto parts boxcar fleet.” Relevance: Discusses damage to
boxcar doors from use of forklifts to open and close them, hazards to workers from plug doors falling off of
the door tracks (“door-off” incidents). [RWA-IAPBF]
Railway Age, October 2004. Article “Big challenge, big response: Norfolk Southern, the automotive industry,
and the railway supply community joined forces to develop the largest boxcar ever built. Here’s how they did
it.” Relevance: Shows that new boxcar door designs were still being created as late as 2004. [RWA-BCBRNS]
The Car and Locomotive Cyclopedia of American Practices, Fifth Edition, 1984, Simmons-Boardman Books,
Inc. Compiled and Edited for the Association of American Railroads – Mechanical Division. Relevance: Section
4, Freight Train Cars, includes a subsection on boxcars, with some manufacturer photos and drawings.
Section 8, Freight Car Construction and Components, includes advertisements from boxcar door
manufacturers Equipco, Evans and Youngstown Steel Door, some with photographs and/or engineering
drawings. [CLC]
“The Doorway to Safety with Boxcar Doors,” www.RailwayEducationalBureau.com. Relevance: Shows that a
whole course is dedicated largely to the “Course Objective: Identify the type of boxcar door and appropriate
safety precautions to use when working around doors....” [REB-DSBD]

20.

www.cdc.gov/niosh/face/stateface/ca/96ca016.html, “Warehouseman Dies When Crushed by Forklift in
California.” Relevance: Damaged boxcar doors pose a potentially lethal hazard, as they induce workers to
use unsafe practices in attempting to open or close malfunctioning doors. [WDWCF]
www.ctp.chieffind.com, Web site of Chief Transportation Products, a subsidiary of Chief Industries.
Relevance: Manufactures replacements for YSD, Superior, Pullman, RCS. [CTPW]
www.rr-fallenflags.org, Fallen Flags Web site, containing photographs of prototype rolling stock. [FFW]
www.patentstorm.us/patents/4447986/description.html, “Adjustable boxcar door with double roller bogey
traverse mechanism and methods for fabricating and installing same,” Patent 4447986 issued on May 15,
1984. The relevance is a discussion of damage and repair issues with boxcar doors. [PAT-ABD]
www.primerailway.com, Prime Railway Services Web site. Relevance: Supplier of 8-panel Superior-style
sliding boxcar doors and related parts, including lower one-third of door (perhaps most frequently damaged
area?). [PRSW]
www.RailcarPhotos.com Web site, containing photographs of prototype rolling stock. [RCPW]
rrpicturearchives.net, Web site containing well-organized (by railroad and car type) photographs of railroad
rolling stock and other items. [RRPAW]
www.stanrail.com, Web site of the Stanrail Corporation, manufacturer of complete boxcar doors and
replacement parts for doors of some other manufacturers. Plug Door Catalog and Sliding Door Catalog
portions of the web site include detailed engineering drawings of doors. [Stanrail Web]
www.trainorders.com, discussion Web site. Relevance: Thread “Western Railroad Discussion > Superior as
opposed to Youngstown Doors” gives the history of Youngstown and Superior companies and successors.
[TOW]
www.trainweb.org/mccloudrails/Equipment/AllDoorBoxcars.html, section “McCloud Rails: Equipment &
Rolling Stock Details,” article “All-Door Boxcars.” Relevance: Gives a general history of the initial motivation
for, evolution and types of, and eventual obsolescence of, all-door boxcars. [TW-ADB]
www.trinityrailcar.com, Web site for Trinity Rail, LLC, subsidiary of Trinity Industries. Relevance: a current
boxcar manufacturer. [TRW]
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